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Bill, votes for the Bill

at 3rd Reading
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at 3rd Reading
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Stages of the
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Market Bill
Committee Stage until

22.09.2020, 3rd Reading
Vote earliest 23.09.2020

Major blow to
Johnson's credibility

as Tory Leader - crisis
breaks out in Tory

Party

Lord backs
Commons, gutting Bill
of all commitments to

break International
Law

Lords passes more
radical amendments,

gutting Bill of all
commitments to

break International
Law
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Lords does not go
further than the Neill

Amendment

Lords agrees no
substantial

amendments
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Lords rejects the Bill

Ping pong between
Lords and Commons,
Lords Amendments

largely retained

Ping pong between
Lords and Commons,

result close to Neill
Amendment

Damage is principally
to Johnson and his

Government's
reputation

Johnson somewhat
weakened, but can

live with the outcome
- no one is really

content
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Johnson gets all of
what he wanted - sets

up showdown with
the EU
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EU concludes UK is
not to be trusted,
negotiations stop

EU concludes crisis
has been averted,
negotiations can

continue
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UK heads towards
No Deal,

preparations for this
urgently stepped up
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1

0.2

Opportunity for a Deal
still in the balance -
can fisheries and

State Aid be solved?

36%

1

House of
Lords Stages
of the Internal

Market Bill
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Lords capitulates in
Ping Pong

Very unclear what
happens here - does

discontent with
Johnson mean there

are resignations?
Letters to the 1922?

Threat to abolish
Lords? Threat of

using Parliament Act,
and a General

Election?

6%
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Trade Deal or No Deal by
the end of 2020?
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